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Hanafunda digital entertainment has developed a awesome new extended form fitting MFI 
gaming control pad for iPhone 5, iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus with 6 buttons and dual analog 
thumb sticks called the Game Pad. After being dissatisfied with the current generation of MFI 
gaming controls, Hanafunda decided to develop one of their own, the essence of the game 
Game Pad is, by gamers for gamers, featuring a super compact, simple and slim design which 
differentiates it with other bulky MFI game control pads, we wanted it to be the epitome of 
simplicity and elegance for tactile control and response on iOS games.



The Game Pad allows the iOS gamer to play games with great ergonomics in either landscape 
or portrait simply by rotating their phone since the design is one piece and does not need any 
moving parts to allow this. The design of the Game Pad compliments the iPhone design rather 
than detract from it by being a second skin to your device to easily fit in your pocket. The 
design leverages the form factor of the iPhone to tun your phone into a portable gaming 
console and also a stand alone control pad. The game pad connects to any device via 
bluetooth so gamers can use a Game Pad equipped iPhone to also play games on an iPad, Mac  
and PC. We liken the  phrase, “ the best camera is the one you have on you all the time “ with “ 
the best control pad is the one you have on you all the time“  due to the Game Pad being an 
awesome gaming control pad as well as a protective case for your iPhone, which becomes part 
of your phone once installed.



The current released MFI gaming control pads which are our now in the market have less than 
desirable design, aside from inflated retail price, they all lack in functional  compact design, 
they carry significant bulk with moving pieces making the design fragile and an inconvenience 
to carry in a pocket, this does not address the user experience requirement of portable gaming 
with the game player in mind. 

A Brief review of the current selection of MFI control pads for iOS  

“ Apple’s new MFi game controller program offers a lot of promise for gaming on iOS— the 
top mobile gaming platform around could also soon be a serious platform for hardcore gamers. 
But the first crop of controllers have been met with much criticism from developers, reviewers 
and consumers alike. The consensus so far: flimsy buttons and joysticks, lack of support from 
developers, and a $99 price tag make them far overpriced compared to your standard Bluetooth 

game controller. “  9to5Mac.com 



The Hanafunda Game Pad is designed to address all the short falls of the current games 
controllers for iPhone and iOS gaming, crafted for practicality with emphasis on providing the 
best game playing experience and enjoyment that iOS gamer can have. The Game Pad supports 
all MFI compatible games which are being developed as well as the existing iCade compatible 
games, with the use of our free configuration software gamers can switch the Game Pad 
between MFI and iCade mode as well as allow full custom configuration of the button layout
for total versatility and support for a huge library of current and past games. 

Hanafunda is at prototype stage with the first development prototypes arriving by the end of 
April, we would like to get our awesome Game Pad into the hands of game developers and 
game players to deliver a great gaming experience for everyone in the best possible manner 
we thought we could deliver. From the ideal holding positions to the microswitch button layout 
to making the unit super compact and robust, we set out to create and deliver a great product 
and we are not far from achieving that. There will be two versions of the Game Pad, one with 
no frills game play in mind and an extended version with a battery pack to elongate battery life 
for you phone with a pass through lightening connector.

Hanafunda will run a Kickstarter campaign to fund production of the Game Pad. iOS 
gamers can keep up to date with the latest developments and secure the first very limited run 
of pre production developer units of the Hanafunda Game Pad by subscribing to the 
Hanafunda Facebook page, following the Hanafunda Twitter feed and subscribing to the news 
feed on the Hanafunda website. Media kits are available for download on the Hanafunda 
website.


